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         Me :

- Freelance Data Engineer, 
based in Paris and 
Amsterdam

- Passionate about all things 
distributed and machine 
learning.

- Tinkering with Blockchain, 
Bitcoin, Ethereum at night

- Definitely not a blockchain 
expert !!!







Bitcoin 

Satoshi Nakamoto, in the Bitcoin Paper published in 2008?



Bitcoin 

In practice, it is a combination of many things :
- A P2P architecture like BitTorrent and Public Cryptography
- A “secure network” where transactions can be independently confirmed as 

unique and valid without a central authority : “The Blockchain”



Blockchain 
- The open source, decentralized ledger of all transactions, which is the backbone of the 

bitcoin network.
- Built of blocks (batches of transactions) in a sequential log or ledger of all transactions.



Blockchain 



Blockchain 
        Adding a transaction 

1 - New Transactions are broadcasted
   
2 - Every node creates creates a 
block, with seen transactions from his 
chain.

3- A node is “randomly” picked, and 
this node broadcasts its block

4- The other nodes receive and 
validate this block, and if it’s validated 
they add the block to their copy of the 
chain.





Merkle Tree 

Allow for efficient summarizing, and verification of the 
integrity for large data sets. (Find them in distributed 
Databases like Cassandra), they contain 
cryptographic hashes.

In Bitcoin,  they summarize all the transactions in a 
block, producing a digital fingerprint for a set of 
transactions, that is verifiable, and auditable.

It’s built by hashing recursively hashing pairs of 
nodes until there’s only one hash : the “merkle root”.

The cryptohash used here is a SHA256, applied twice.



ethereum.org



Blockchain Decentralized Consensus
- Bitcoin resolves consensus by “trying” to solve the famous “byzantine generals 

problem”, through the process of “Mining”
- Through the Mining process, Miners creates new blocks
- It amounts to solve an ever increasing challenge, but easy to verify by the others.
- Proof of work :  A new block roughly added every 10 minutes 



Blockchain : Proof of work 

Find H where 
        H(_) < value







Ethereum 

- Bitcoin has sprung a lot of “altcoins” each with their Blockchain
- New type of blockchain that go beyond financial services
- Ethereum goes beyond most blockchains and aims at being versatile
- Contracts can be used to build currencies, voting systems, financial derivatives, 

decentralized applications, etc

             



Ethereum : Smart Contract



Ethereum : Smart Contract Example



Ethereum : Smart Contracts



Ethereum : Decentralized Apps (Dapps)







      Connected Devices and IoT



















IBM and Samsung’s ADEPT Project















IoT Communications 
Architectures







Getting Started, DIY IoT Blockchain



Getting Started, DIY IoT Blockchain





Code Example




